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Bye-Bye Birdie 
In Increasing Numbers, Golf Courses Are Going 

Canine to Handle the Unattractive Problem of Geese 

By DOUG SANDERS 
Golf Journal 

For Tony and 10 of her companions, this is an exciting 
day. All the hard work over the last few months can now 
be tested where they really want to be — on the golf course. 
The class has traveled to Glenmore Country Club in 
Charlottesville, Va., to finally put its training into action. 
Although they don't know what's at stake, a good showing 
here will result in a job at a golf course. 

Tony leads membes of the group as they hop onto wait-
ing golf carts and head to the course. But Tony is no col-
lege intern seeking a profession in golf, or new player 
dreaming of life as a touring pro. Tony is a 2-year-old bord-
er collie. 

Once placed at a course, the dog's mission is simple: to 
rid its fairways of the unwanted assault of the Canada 
goose. For Tony and the other collies, their months of train-
ing at Seclusival Farm and Kennel has prepared them to 
become the ultimate in specialized maintenance equip-
ment. They will protect a course and players from the 
goose's toxic droppings, molting feathers, honking and 
hissing. 

The increased development of land in metropolitan areas 
has made corporate campuses and golf courses appear more 
inviting to the Canada goose. From the air the migratory 
bird sees a course as an attractive rest area, complete with 
ample food, water and few apparent predators. Geese will 
not nest in areas where they cannot walk into or out of a 
pond, and are wary of taller vegetation since it may con-
ceal predators. That makes courses, where grass is often 
mown to water's edge, even more attractive. 

Superintendents and course managers have tried every-
thing imaginable to stop the invasion, usually with little 
or no success: spreading nets across ponds, stringing wire 
or fencing along the shore, flying mylar balloons as a sort 
of scarecrow, spraying grape juice to make grass taste acidic, 
shooting blanks from a gun, flying windsocks, even laying 
out decoys of dead geese. Although they work initially, the 
Canada goose, which was near extinction in the 1960s, is 
a stubborn bird that is not easily fooled. All of the methods 
eventually fail. 

There have been reports of some courses resorting to 
shooting or employing euthanasia as a desperate solution, 
tactics that are controversial and, in some instances, ille-
gal. Those acts rightfully drew the animosity of animal-
rights organizations. But the mix of the hard-working bord-
er collie and an on-course handler provides a novel alter-
native. The utilization of the dogs, welcomed by many 
animal rights activists, has grown from a new wrinkle less 
than a decade ago into a thriving industry that has seen 
the placement of hundreds of dogs. 

The border collie's natural strengths suit it for the task 
course superintendents have in mind. The breed is charac-
terized by intelligence, boundless energy and an instinct 
to herd its quarry. Originally used by shepherds across the 
rolling hills of Scotland and northern England — where golf 
itself sprang forth — breeders in the 19th century 
broadened the collie's skills to encompasss livestock. At that 
point its territory expanded to include every continent. 

Most dog breeds lose interest in chasing birds because 
they never catch the prey and the game is lost. The border 
collie never loses interest. The mere act of pursuit is what 
pleases the breed most. The relationship between the 
animal and handler is crucial, working as a team with the 
collie able to perceive and act upon the most subtle of com-
mands. Deployed properly, the dog's determination to con-
tinually annoy the geese encourages the birds to move to 
another location. 

For years the owner of the Seclusival Kennel, Barbara 
Ligon, had been training border collies in the traditional 
sense, preparing them to work a farm with cows and sheep. 
She and her husband, Stu, established a national reputa-
tion in border collie trials, where the working dog competes 
against others in the task of herding sheep into pens 
against the clock. But one day she received a call from 
Richard Marcks, the superintendent of Fairview Country 
Club in Greenwich, Conn., inquiring about her dogs. 

"He had tried other breeds of dogs with little success and 
heard that border collies were very smart," she recalls. "The 

(Continued on Page 24) 



Border Collies— 
(Continued from Page 23) 
big question was whether the dog, which thrives on continuous work, 
might become bored with the task of just chasing birds, rather than sheep 
and cows like it is meant to. But he had great success with his dog and 
soon other course superintendents were seeking me out." 

As the success of the border collie has grown, so has interest through-
out the golf community. Courses situated along the migratory flight pat-
terns have turned to Seclusival Farms, which bills itself as the nation's 
only kennel training border collies exclusively for golf course use. As 
a result, courses from coast to coast have made a border collie an 
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integral part of their maintenance program. 
The $2,800 investment brings a hard-
working member of the grounds crew as well 
as a beloved mascot for the membership. 

"Our dog, Nell, has been here for two years 
and is a treat to have around," says Dean 
Graves, head superintendent at Bethesda 
(Md.) Golf Club. "She is so determined in do-
ing her job that we consider her our most 
valuable employee. Even more than the 
great job she has done here, Nell is loved by 
both the maintenance crew and the club 
members alike. She brings so much to our 
club." 

Upward of 70 dogs are trained at one 
time at Seclusival, one of many commercial 
training facilities nationwide catering to 
border collies. The kennel is on a 400-acre 
spread near the sleeepy Virginia town of 
Shipman, just a dot on the map about 20 
miles south of Charlottesville. The facility 
is equipped with 200 sheep and 40 cows, 
which are used to blend the traditional herd-
ing and specialized work that will adapt the 
dogs to a golf environment. There's also a 

"She is so determined in doing 
her job that we consider her 
our most valuable employee... 

She brings so much to our club" 

small flock of geese available for training ex-
ercises both on land and in a nearby pond. 

Ligon developed a specific training regi-
men to prepare the dogs for a golf environ-
ment. First, they are taught how to gather 
the sheep together and guide them toward 
their trainer, a technique known as balanc-
ing. The dogs also learn to respond to voice 
commands that work the dog clockwise, 
counterclockwise and forward as they herd. 
The dogs are taught not to attack the 
animals, but to gather them and control 
their movement. 

"Each dog is an individual," Ligon ex-
plains. "Some dogs will work great with the 
sheep but are not natural swimmers, while 
other dogs will be just the opposite. We have 
had dogs that take weeks before they develop 
the courage to even go into the water. It 
takes perseverance, patience and a lot of en-
couragement to get the dogs up to the level 
we require" 

(Continued on Page 25) 



Border Collies-
(Continued from Page 24) 

Along with learning to 
work the animals, the dogs 
also need to learn added 
skills they'll require on a 
course. These include abso-
lute obedience — no barking, 
no chasing after humans or 
balls, no running toward 
traffic if a course is located 
beside a road. Each dog also 
learns a full understanding of 
all voice commands and the 
ability to ride on golf 
equipment. 

"Just as some dogs are bet-
ter in water than others, 
some of the dogs have to de-
velop a trust of the golf cart," 
says trainer Debbie Marshall. 
"We have to prepare the dog 
for as much of his new en-
vironment as possible. No dog 
goes off to a golf course until 
he has developed all of these 
basic skills." 

The emphasis on obedience 
training is critical so that the 
dog's next handler can show 
the canine his new boundaries. The dogs can be taught to 
stay out of bunkers and neighboring yards, or trained to 
hassle only geese and ignore other birds, such as herons 
or ducks, that a course may welcome. 

"The key to the training is consistency," says Marshall. 
"I work each dog the same and use the same vocal intona-
tions and sounds for each dog. Training with the sheep, we 
put more pressure on the dog to learn the voice commands 
and learn to herd the animals properly. I try to make the 
pond and swimming a more exciting and fun exercise. This 
way, when the dog goes on to a golf course, he will find his 
new task there to be a fun experience rather than an up-
setting experience." 

When a dog has completed its training and is ready to 
be placed, Seclusival ships the dog, along with complete 
instructions and a videotape that describes how to work 
and care for the dog. Each course that receives a collie must 
understand its responsibilities — the dog must be given the 
proper attention, including both physical and emotional 
care. A happy dog is an obedient one; an abused animal 
will become increasingly depressed and act up on the course 
or not complete its duties. 

The importance of strong training was made clear to Fritz 
Howell, the superintendent at Northridge Golf Club in 
Sacramento, Calif. Since his course is near the Sacramen-
to River delta, the natural flyway brought hundreds of 
geese to settle in the course's seven ponds. He first obtained 

a border collie from a kennel 
in the area, but that experi-
ment failed because of a lack 
of strong obedience training. 

"Our first dog became pos-
sessive of his environment 
and would nip and bark at 
members of the club," Howell 
explained. "The dog had to be 
muzzled and eventually 
returned. We then contacted 
Barbara at Seclusival about 
another dog. She made a 
point of providing us with a 
dog with more maturity. Ger-
trude turned out to be a fan-
tastic dog, very personal, 
never needing a leash and our 
goose problem is gone." 

While many dogs are 
shipped throughout the coun-
try, sometimes it's more con-
venient to present the dog in 
person. Such was the case at 
Glenmore, a private club 
which quickly at tracted 
migrating geese to its three 
large lakes when it opened 
five years ago. After constant 
complaints from members 

about the birds' foul addition, Candi Kessler Comer, a form-
er Curtis Cup competitor and now the director of golf at 
Glenmore, had to find a solution. 

"I talked to other golf pros and kept hearing about the 
success with dogs," she says. "I contacted the head pro at 
Brae Burn Golf Club in Massachusetts about their dog and 
was totally surprised to learn that their dog came from just 
30 miles from my club." 

Glenmore's latest staff addition is Fly, a 2-year-old male. 
"Getting Fly was like purchasing a new piece of equip-
ment," Comer says. "You have to learn how to use it proper-
ly. On top of that is the extra responsibility of having not 
only a working dog, but also a loving pet that needs care 
and attention. Fly has become a true part of our family here 
at Glenmore." Comer has granted permission to the Ligons 
to use Glenmore's ponds so the dogs can become accustomed 
to larger bodies of water. 

To this day, Graves, the Bethesda superintendent, mar-
vels at the intelligence of his border collie. 

"I kept her on a leash for a few days and then kept her 
in my office while working," he explained, "but every time 
I got up she would want to go with me. I worked on teach-
ing her the 'stay' command so she would stay at my desk. 
A few days later I took her out on the golf course in a cart. 
When I commanded her to stay, she jumped from the cart 
and ran back to my office. I wish I knew more people who 
listened to me so well." 

LINK 
Bob Distel has a new border collie friend to help 
control Canada geese at Wayzata Country Club. 



Bats On The Golf Course 
Environmental Report from the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary System 

There are 40 species of bats in North America and none 
deserves its negative reputation for getting tangled in peo-
ple's hair, drinking blood or always carrying rabies. Less 
than 3% of bats sampled with rabies are found to carry the 
virus. In fact, bats can be good neighbors and a vital 
resource for controlling pests and pollinating flowers. 

What About Bats? 
Bats are furred, warm-blooded mammals with body 

lengths of 3-6 inches and wingspans varying from 8-12 
inches. Most bats hunt flying insects and navigate by emit-
ting pulses of sound through the mouth. Their sensitive 
ears hear the echoes reflected from even tiny insects. This 
allows them to steer towards prey and avoid obstacles. Bats 
also have keen eyesight on which they rely for long-distance 
orientation. 

Bats in North America eat primarily insects such as 
cut worms, corn borer moths, potato beetles and mosquitoes. 

A single bat can consume between 500 to 1000 mosqui-
toes and insects in an hour depending on the species and 
the size of the bat. Given this appetite, you can easily see 
why bats are the most important natural controller of in-
sect pests that fly at night. Having a population of bats on 

your golf course can be a welcome addition to your integrat-
ed pest management program. 

How Can I Attract Bats? 

It is very difficult to attract bats to an area if they are 
not already present in your woodland, neighboring caves 
or man-made structures. Bats normally return to the roost 
where they were born. However, construction and loss of 
habitat may cause local bats to seek new homes, such as 
a 4'bat roosting box" placed on your course. Natural roost-
ing areas for bats include hollow trees, caves and rock 
crevices. They also roost in human structures such as old 
barns, attics, basements, bridges and other structures. 

When you are outside at dusk, observe the sky for "birds" 
that flap their wings quickly, fly slowly and erratically and 
often swoop over water features. They may also be found 
flying around a building or parking lot lights looking for 
an evening meal. 

Why Is Bat Conservation Important? 

Unfortunately, nearly 40% of America's bats are on the 
Federal Endangered Species List or are candidates for it. 

(Continued on Page 27) 
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Bats -
(Continued from Page 26) 
Many factors have led to the decline of bat populations. 
When old buildings and barns are demolished, valuable bat 
roosting habitats are destroyed as well. The use of insecti-
cides and pesticides are easily ingested by these insect-
eating mammals. The popularity of spelunking or "caving" 
often puts pople in bat caves just as young bats are matur-
ing. Often, if adult bats are disturbed by humans, they will 
abandon their young. Because bats usually raise only one 
pup each year, their populations do not increase quickly. 
Lastly, the myths about bats do not endear them to the 
general population. 

Do All Bats Carry Rabies? 

If a random sample was taken of all bats in a given area, 
less than V2 of one percent would be found to be infected 
with the rabies virus. However, when bats are brought in 
to health departments for sampling for rabies, approximate-
ly 4% are found to carry the rabies virus. This finding is 
due to the number of sick bats that are easily brou ght in 
to be sampled. 

Is It Safe To Install Bat Houses 
On My Golf Course? 

Bat houses are currently a part of habitat enhancement 
projects on state parks throughout the country as well as 

on some golf courses and in back yards. Bats will be a posi-
tive addition to your habitat management program if you 
follow these guidelines: 

1. Place bat houses in remote areas of your property. 
2. Locate bat houses away from areas of high pesticide appli-

cations. 
3. Do not use chemically treated wood and avoid paints; both 

can be harmful to bats. 
4. Use the roughest sides of the wood on the inner areas of the 

house. 
5. Caulk all outside seams to limit air flow. This helps trap the 

bat's body heat inside the box. Place tar paper or dark shingles 
on the top 4-6 inches down the sides to increase inside tempera-
tures. Nursery roosts often require temperatures of 90° F. 

6. For the best success, locate bat houses in a sunny location 
— bats prefer warm roosting sites. East and southeast exposures 
are best for providing maximum solar gain. 

7. Hang houses on the side of a building or on a tree, 10 to 15 
feet above the ground. 

8. Bats prefer sites that are within a few hundred yards of 
streams, lakes or wetlands. 

9. Install the house before April to improve the chance of oc-
cupancy. It is not unusual for a house to stand empty for at least 
a year before it is used. 

10. Educate golfers about the addition of bat houses on the 
course. Post bat house information or use your newsletter to ex-
plain this project. 

Bats are an important part of many ecosystems. Bats pol-
linate flowers, keep insect populations at a manageable lev-
el and provide an excellent opportunity for public educa-
tion. Let a bat take up residence in your belfry! 

(Continued on Page 29) 
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BUNKER PREPARATION: 
It Takes More Than A Rake! 

Sometimes Bunkers Need Irrigation, Too 
By KEITH A. HAPP 

USGA Agronomist 
Steve Schraw, the golf course superintendent at Hermitage Country Club, 

Manakin, Virginia, focuses his maintenance efforts on meeting the needs of the 
members on a regular and consistent basis. Providing an enjoyable, yet challeng-
ing experience is paramount, and attempting to deliver these conditions from 
hole to hole is as important as presenting these conditions from day to day. Steve's 

Turf Tip centers on bunker main-
tenance and, specifically, fairway 
bunker sand preparation. Steve uses 
an interesting irrigation technique 
to prepare fairway bunkers for daily 
play. 

Bunker preparation begins well in 
advance of play. For example, the 
shape of a bunker greatly impacts 
playability, performance and aes-
thetic appeal. However, the most im-
portant final feature that must exist 
is adequate internal drainage. This 
feature allows playable conditions to 
be offered on a consistent basis 
despite the weather patterns ex-
perienced. Sand selection also great-
ly impacts the short- and long-term 
performance of these important play 
features. However, many complaints 
regarding inconsistent bunker per-
formance are often a function of poor 
drainage. 

To satisfy membership desires and 
upgrade the performance of the 
bunkers throughout the 36-hole fa-
cility, Steve began by ensuring that 
all bunkers had adequate drainage. 
Next, a sand was selected to provide 
the playability the membership 
desired. Finally, the sand was care-
fully positioned to a uniform depth 
of 6 inches on the base and 4-6 
inches on the faces of the bunkers. 
To help ensure that sand depth was 
maintained as desired, a program of 
hand raking all bunkers was in-
stituted. Mechanical bunker rakes 
are used only when absolutely 
necessary. In fact, monthly treat-
ments with cultivar bars are all that 
is needed. 

The hand-raking practices used in 
the bunkers are specific. Greenside 
bunkers are raked in the direction 
of play or toward the center of the 
green. Fairway bunkers are raked 

(Continued on Page 32) 
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SMALL BAT HOUSE 
WILL ACCOMMODATE UP TO 30 BATS 

BOTTOM VIEW 
Hinges on floor allow for cleaning. 

One nail on each side holds floor closed. 

61/4 

%" entry crack 

Small Bat House Dimensions 
A Roof LLA" x 11 "wide 
B Front 12" x 7V4" wide 
C Back 14" x 7y4"wide 
D Partition 9" x IVA" wide 
E Floor SW x LLA" wide 
F Sides 6y4" wide x 12" at back, 11" at front 

12 14 11 9 31/2. 11 12 

7V4 

LARGE BAT HOUSE 
WILL ACCOMMODATE UP TO 100 BATS 

Large Bat House Dimensions 

All dimensions in inches. 
Wood should be untreated and interior should not be painted or stained. 
Large bat house plans adapted from Bat Conservation International with permission. 

A Roof 16y2" X l iy4" 
B Front 18%" x 9y4" 
C Back 27" x 9y4" 
D Ceiling 9%" x 9y4" 
E Partitions 9^4" wide x 8" high 
F Partitions 9y4" wide x 14" high 
G Sides l iy 4" wide x 27" at back, 18%" at front 

Spacing Between Partitions 

Front to Back 

%", %", %", i", iy2", iy4" 
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